
Crown in Irish Language

First, I love and highly recommend this website: https://www.duchas.ie/en (Native Ireland).  They
have done an extraordinary job at digitizing and transcribing The National Folklore Collection.  Their
School's Collection is especially priceless.  All material found there is copyrighted: © 2023 National
Folklore Collection, UCD.

The stories that appear in the School's Collection were written by pupils between 1937-1939.  We have 
scans of the stories as written by the pupils themselves, as well as transcriptions, the latter of which 
help those of us searching for certain names and townlands.  I have, of course, been searching these 
records using English without realizing that many stories were written in Irish.  What treasures are 
written there that I'm not capable of reading?!

Even for those stories written in English, it turns out that some pupils signed their names in Irish.  For 
example, the story called “My Home District” was signed like this:

In the transcription section, the pupil's name appears as Brighidh Ní Chróin.  It took one of my Irish 
relatives to point out that this signature belonged to a girl whose name in English was Bridget Crown 
(or Crowne).  Wow.

I had so many questions about how this pupil signed her name, and it's hard to express how lucky I am 
to have Irish relations who have been so kind and patient in educating me about everything Irish, 
including history, culture, and now language.  What follows is an explanation that comes directly from 
one of these Irish relations, which I am reproducing here with his permission.

1. To start with, traditionally the alphabet of the Irish language had fewer letters than that of 
English :  17 letters rather than 26.  There are no letters in the Irish language corresponding 
directly to : h, j, k, q, v, w, x, y, z.  In order to replicate the sounds of these “missing” letters 
various language devices were used in Irish of which some examples are provided below.  Also,
the 17 letters of the Irish language alphabet have different pronunciations to their English-
language counterparts.

2. Traditionally, also, the script used to denote many of the letters of the Irish language was 
different from that used for the letters of the English language.  This can be seen in the hand-
written script used by Bridget Crowne in her story.  This, however, changed some decades ago 
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and the old Irish language script was replaced by the Latin or Roman letter script as used in the 
English and other languages.

3. Looking at the Irish-language signature of Bridget Crowne and its later manifestation as 
Brighidh Ní Chroín the following points may be of help : 

a) The original signature adopts the old Irish language script.  In looking at the signature this is
particularly clear in the first letter of her Christian  name “ B”, in the fourth letter “g”  and 
in the sixth and final letter”d”.

b) There is a dot (aspiration) above the “g”.  The purpose of this dot (called séimhú in Irish, 
pronounced “Shave-u”) is to change the sound of the “g” when the word is spoken.  In fact 
in this case it makes the “g” silent in the spoken word.  Later,when the old Irish language 
script was replaced by the more linguistically common Roman script, the “ g” with the dot 
above it was replaced by “gh”.  The purpose of adding a “h” after the”g” is to make the”g” 
silent in the SPOKEN word.

c) A dot over a letter does not always mean that it goes silent in spoken form.  For example, if 
a dot is placed over a “b” in a word, the sound changes from the usual “b” sound to a “v” 
sound.  If it is over a letter “d” the usual “d” sound becomes more like the usual “g” sound”.
Similarly, placing a “h” after a letter in the Roman script does not always mean the letter 
goes silent.  It depends on the context.  As mentioned an “ h” after the letter”b” changes the 
usual “b” sound to a “v” sound. 

d) In Bridget Crowne’s Irish signature there is a dot over the letter “d” .  This would make the 
sound the usual “g”.  So I think that the insertion of the dot over the letter “d” may have 
been a mistake .  If included it would make the pronunciation of the word sound like
 “Breege” instead of “Breed” (Bríd in the more modern version in the Irish language).  But, 
perhaps she intended to be called “Breege” which some people are.

e) Next in the middle of the signature comes the word “Ní”.. This is the feminine version of 
the more familiar “Ó” found inserted between the First/Christian name and the surname in 
Irish names.  “Ní” means simply:  “the daughter or descendant” of Cróin.  Just as “Ó’” 
means the “son or descendant of”.  “Ní “ is used when the person is unmarried.   If Bríghid 
had married someone called Paddy Travers (Pádraig O’ Treabhair), for example, her name 
would change to:  Bríghid Bean Uí Threabhair (pronounced “Breed Ban Ee Hrowrr) 
-meaning Brígid, the woman of Travers!!.  (I am sure you will love that!).

f) The dot over the first letter “C” in the signature is a grammatical device brought about by 
the word “Ní” which precedes it.  The dot gives the hard “C” a slightly more “throaty” 
sound a bit like a “K” with a little slur on it!

g) I would think that Bridget Crown pronounced the Irish version of her name as : “Breed Nee 
Krow-in”.

Again, I send many heartfelt thanks to our Irish relations for sharing their insights.  From this exercise, 
we can surmise that Brighidh knew enough about the Irish language to consistently sign all her English 
essays with her Irish name.  She was expressing her cultural identity not only in her recording of 
several stories about her townland, but also in recognition of her ancestors' language which had existed 
in Ireland as early as the 3rd or 4th century A.D. (see History of the Irish Language).  So thank you, too,  
Brighidh, for helping us to better know our Irish roots.  Go raibh maith agat.
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